Using Reading to Improve Writing
by LISA EICKHOLDT, Ph.D.

Reading and writing are two halves of the same whole. Studying mentor texts with kids can dramatically improve their writing.
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One to Know: Why Mentor Texts Matter
One key to effective instruction is to provide students with a clear model. This is true in all subject areas, but especially writing. To this end, it is imperative that parents and teachers are the “lead reader” in their homes and classrooms. In this capacity, they spend time reading widely to keep abreast of the latest publications. This role is critical for many reasons, but in regard to writing, it aids in their ability to locate great books to use as mentor texts.
What to Do: Analyze the Texts

Recognizing the beauty in a piece of literature is a great first step; however, teaching with a mentor text requires a deeper understanding. We must understand what makes the writing good so that we can articulate this to students. When we read a piece that we are contemplating using as mentor text, we first consider what we notice, or what strikes us about it. Once we determine what it is we like about the piece, we need to name this writing quality. Naming is critical to teaching; when we name something, we make it repeatable. In addition to noticing and naming the beautiful qualities in a piece of writing, I believe we also need to consider how a particular writing technique helps a piece. We will want to explain to students why they might want to use a particular technique and make a note of why it works. I call this three-step process: notice, name, and note.

More to Know and Do: Consider Student Mentor Texts

Children's literature is so powerful that it has become the primary source we turn to when teaching a new writing technique or strategy. In addition to using children's literature, I believe there is another type of writing that we should consider—writing that I call student mentor text. Student mentor text is beautiful writing by the underused experts in our lives: kids. The same three-step protocol of noticing, naming, and noting may be used to discover beautiful student mentor texts. An added advantage of using student writing is that kids are very engaged when studying their peers' work.
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